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# Question Answer
1 [IMAGE] This scoreboard is commonly used when playing which card game?
2 [IMAGE] Which English actress, model and singer (b. 1946) is pictured?
3 [IMAGE] Which peninsula is highlighted in yellow?

4
[IMAGE] At the 1997 ICC World Cup, who became the first woman to score a double 
century in a One Day International?

5
[IMAGE] Formerly used as currency by various peoples, what is the common name of 
both this shell, and the Cypraeidae  creatures that inhabit it?

6 [IMAGE] Which actor portrayed Aragorn in 'The Lord of the Rings' films?
7 [IMAGE] What is the must-have toy of 2021?

8
[IMAGE] Karla, the world's most voluptuous woman, is a love interest of which 
fictional space captain?

9
[IMAGE]  Which German athlete won silver in the long jump at the 1936 Olympics, 
only to be killed while serving in WW2?

10 [IMAGE]  Which emotionless cyborgs inhabit the Dr Who universe?
11 [IMAGE] Which American television personality (1901-1974) is pictured?
12 [IMAGE] Which digital pet was popular in the late 1990s?

13
Which country has, at various times, attempted to qualify for the FIFA World Cup via 
the AFC, OFC and UEFA?

14
Which member of the British Royal Family has the subsidiary titles Earl of Dumbarton 
and Baron Kilkeel?

15 What is the first given name of 'The Simpsons' character C. Montgomery Burns?

16
Established in Melbourne in 1931, which Australian company regards itself as "the 
experts in vacuum cleaners and cleaning products, accommodating consumers at all 
price points "?

17
First released in 1949, which popular song includes the lyric "And we all lose our 
charms in the end "?

18 Founded in 1896, which European vehicle manufacturer has a lion for its logo?

19
Minus 89 degrees Celsius, the lowest natural temperature ever recorded on Earth, was 
on which continent?

20 What was the name of Andy Warhol's New York art studio?

21
Which pop diva (b. 1969) has reportedly had feuds with Whitney Houston, Eminem, 
Nicki Minaj, Jennifer Lopez and Madonna?

22
On a marketplace website such as Gumtree, what three words would the acronym 
ONO most likely stand for?

23
In the USA, the Case-Schiller index tracks the value of which items, both nationally and 
on a per-city basis?

24
Which life insurance and pensions company was founded in Edinburgh in 1815, to 
provide for the dependants of those lost in the Napoleonic Wars? 

25
According to the Acts of the Apostles (Chapter 28), in 60 AD Paul the Apostle was 
shipwrecked on a Mediterranean island located in which modern-day country?

26 'He Died With A Felafel In His Hand' is a 1994 novel by which Australian author?

27
Which Grandmaster (1892-1946) is the only World Chess Champion to have passed 
away while holding that title?
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28
Which fictional detective has been played on television by both Kenneth Branagh and 
Krister Henriksson?

29
Which spice shares its name with a tactic used in various sports including hockey and 
soccer, whereby the ball is deliberately played between an opponent's legs?

30 On a council rates notice, what three words does UCV most likely stand for?

31
Nicknamed "the hobbit", a small (about 1.1 metres tall) species of the genus Homo 
became extinct about 50,00 years ago. They lived on which Indonesian island? 

32
Whose 1660 scientific publication was titled 'New Experiments Physico-Mechanical, 
Touching the Spring of the Air, and its Effects'?

33
Which English word translates to leche (Spanish), miruku (Japanese), dudha (Bengali) 
and moloko (Russian)?

34 Scrape, bang and blow are sarcastic terms for sections of which ensemble?

35
Which North Queensland Cowboy won a record four Dally M player awards, in 2005, 
2007, 2014 and 2015?

36
FIRE is a movement dedicated to extreme savings and investment. If the first two 
words are Financial Independence, what are the last two words?

37 Julia Roberts and Cameron Diaz co-starred in which 1997 rom-com?

38
By what nickname are fans of the American rock band The Grateful Dead commonly 
known?

39 Which Scot is also known as "The Big Yin"?

40
Which Australian businessman has had an ownership interest in a record seven 
Melbourne Cup winners, from Just a Dash (1981) to Twilight Payment (2020)?

41
Which children’s author was also a lecturer in mathematics at Oxford University from 
1855-1881?

42
What links Sir William Glasgow, Sir William Birdwood, James Legge and Sir John Talbot 
Hobbs, among others?

43 What is the smallest number divisible by all the integers from 1 to 10 (inclusive)?

44 Foie Gras can be derived from which TWO animals?  [Both required]
45 A codicil is a supplement to which document?
46 The Prime Directive is a guiding principle on which sci-fi universe?

47

According to the ATO, market value is "the price that would be negotiated in an open 
and unrestricted market between a knowledgeable, willing but not x buyer and a 
knowledgeable, willing but not  x seller acting at arm's length ". Which single word has 
twice been replaced by x?

48
What five-letter word appears in a 1980 novel by Eric Van Lustbader, a televised 
obstacle course competition, and a US subprime mortgage term for applicants with no 
income, no job or assets?

49
Which four-word term could refer to Cleopatra VII of Egypt, or a classic poker machine 
game by Aristocrat software?

50
A football (soccer) game in which neither team scores a goal is sometimes derisively 
referred to by which two-word rhyming term?

51
What dessert completes this line by Peter Clemenza in the 1971 film 'The Godfather': 
"Leave the gun. Take the… what"?
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52
Which 1984 documentary film concerns a band's US concert tour to promote their 
new album 'Smell the Glove'?

53
As evinced by Kamala Harris in her 2020 Vice-Presidential victory speech, which colour 
is traditionally worn by suffragettes?

54
The Bombers, The Evil Empire and The Pinstripes are among the unofficial nicknames 
of which MLB team?

55 Which part of the eye is the most commonly transplanted to another human?
56 Alderney, Sark and Brecqhou are part of which island group?

57
Around half of the 50+ orbiters, landers and rovers sent to which planet have failed, 
leading to suggestions that the planet is cursed, or even that a Great Galactic Ghoul is 
responsible?

58 According to Banjo Paterson, how much was the colt from Old Regret worth?

59
At the 2019 Cox Plate, the organisers' decision to invite a gospel choir to sing 'Horses' 
was not well received by the crowd, who were expecting which entertainer instead?

60
Which American lawyer, sports agent and writer was the founder and chairman of 
IMG, an international management organization serving sports figures and celebrities?

61 Which sub-atomic particle is also known as an anti-electron?

62
Which American author writes the 'Percy Jackson' children's fantasy adventure 
novels?

63
Who was the first male tennis player to win a Grand Slam singles title on three 
different surfaces: grass (1974), clay (1976), and hard court (1978).

64
In 2017, which 2001 Japanese animated fantasy was named the second best film of 
the 21st century by The New York Times, behind only 'There Will Be Blood'?

65
Duffel bags and Duffel coats are named for it. In which European country is the town 
of Duffel located?

66 Which AFL / VFL club has finished as runners-up on a record 27 occasions?
67 Which New Zealand island has the longest coastline?

68
Which statue, currently housed in the Louvre Museum, is attributed to classical 
sculptor Alexandros of Antioch?

69
In an election, which type of ballot is also known as an Australian ballot or 
Massachusetts ballot?

70
In September 2020, Tim Davie replaced Tony Hall as director-general of which 
organisation?

71 Which musician has appeared with groups The Birthday Party and The Bad Seeds?

72
Which golf major has Tiger Woods won the most, with five victories to date between 
1997 and 2019? 

73
Varieties of which device are usually classified into three primary categories: refractor, 
reflector, or catadioptric?

74
The scientist Galileo, publisher Joseph Pulitzer, and authors Sue Townsend and John 
Milton all suffered from which physical disability?

75
Which multi-sport event did Avery Bundage disparagingly refer to as the "frosty 
frolics"?
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76
Which science is the study of the manner in which organisms carry out their life 
processes, from how molecules behave in cells to how systems of organs work 
together?

77
Which far-right conspiracy theory holds that Donald Trump is planning a day of 
reckoning known as the 'Storm', when thousands of members of a Satan-worshipping 
cabal will be arrested?

78 Which 1957 Nevil Shute novel is set in Australia in the aftermath of nuclear war?

79
Now a multinational conglomerate, the 3M company was founded in 1902 in which US 
state?

80 In baseball, what is the maximum number of runs that can be scored from a single hit?

81
Established in 2000, the Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse Prize is a literary award for 
which specific genre of fictional writing?

82 By population, what is Australia's largest territory?
83 The Spirit of Tasmania operates between which TWO cities? [both required]
84 In 1927 who became Time magazine's first Man of the Year?
85 "Good Different " is the marketing slogan for which retailer?

86
Which fermented, lightly effervescent drink is produced by fermenting sugared tea 
using a symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast?

87
By what two-word name would an Australian most likely refer to a vehicle known in 
the UK as an "estate" car?

88
In 2016, which South African became the first sprinter to have run the 100 metres in 
under 10 seconds, the 200 metres in under 20 seconds, and the 400 metres in under 
44 seconds?

89
With an accepted half-life of about 4.5 billion years, the parent isotope Uranium-238 
decays into which stable element?

90 The phrase "grip it and rip it" is most commonly associated with which sport?

91
Badaling, Jinshanling and Mutianyu are among the many sections of which tourist 
attraction?

92 'Don't Leave Me This Way' was a 1986 hit for which British pop duo?

93
Which Chinese property development group has reported debts of around $US 300 
billion threatening its stability?

94
Which 2014 non-fiction book by Bruce Pascoe re-examines colonial accounts of 
Indigenous Australians? It won the 2016 NSW Premier's Literary Award for Book of the 
Year.

95
Which musical instrument can be played without any physical contact by the 
performer?

96
In 2021, Google co-founder Larry Page was granted residency in which island nation 
under its wealthy investor visa scheme, requiring an investment of at least $10 million 
dollars in the local currency over three years?

97 Which US state is known as the "Keystone State"?

98
According to worldpopulationreview.com, what is NSW's second most populous city 
with around 308,000 souls?

99
Which team defeated the GWS Giants in the grand final of the 2021 Super Netball 
season? 

100 How many seats does the NSW Legislative Council comprise?
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